
Malthus Collection Report. 

The project to catalogue the family library of T. R. Malthus, onto the University’s Newton Catalogue, 
was completed on time at the end of November 2011, having begun in November 2010.  The project 
was undertaken by Mr Liam Sims, Rare-Books Cataloguer, working 2.5 days per week.   
 
Detailed examination of each volume was undertaken and information relating to bindings, 
provenance, artists and engravers (involved with plates or maps) and defects (missing pages or 
plates) was recorded.  In cases where one text was printed in several editions during the same year 
(sometimes as many as ten or fifteen), each with minute differences, our holdings were often 
discovered to be erroneously recorded in the ESTC (English Short Title Catalogue; see estc.bl.uk).  In 
these cases the correct edition was established, the record for the wrong edition was deleted and a 
new record added to ESTC for the correct edition.  Information on the provenance of our copies of 
ESTC items (those printed in the English language or in this country between 1476 and 1800) has 

http://www.estc.bl.uk/


under parliament in November 1605, resulting in the arrest of Guy Fawkes; a 16th-century 
provenance to a famous old member would have been an interesting find, and a coincidence given 
the Malthus Library has only been part of the Old Library for some sixty years.  However the Thomas 
Knyvett who wrote his name in this book turned out to be someone else: an important 16th/17th-
century book collector, whose collection is now largely in the University Library, having passed into 
the library of Bishop Moore (Bishop of Ely), whose library was in turn bought by George I and 
presented to the UL in 1715.  The collection of around 1000 titles was documented by David 
McKitterick, now librarian of Trinity College, in 1978.  Although the work appears in 17th-century 
manuscript catalogue of Knyvett’s library (and corresponds to no. 638 in McKitterick’s 1978 
catalogue) its survival was not known to David at the time and, although he learned of its existence 
more recently, he had not yet managed to examine it.  I took it over to the Wren Library where 
David confirmed Knyvett’s ownership and added to his notes. 
 
Several other early Cambridge provenances have also been discovered.  A copy of the 1550 edition 
of Bede’s Ecclesiastical History (MF.7.19 - Antwerp: Johannes Gravius) bears the name John Parkyn, 
in a contemporary hand.  A John Parkyn took his MA from Trinity in the year of its foundation (1546) 
and was one of its first fellows.  Another volume, a copy of Horace’s poetry (ME.5.58 – Lyon, 1559), 
has the inscription “Jacobus Howlandus me tenet” in a 16th-century hand.  A James Howland became 
a fellow at St John’s in 1577 and was later Archdeacon of Northampton.  This edition of Horace’s 
poetry is incredibly rare; the only other copy I could locate in this country is in the John Rylands 
Library. 
 
The most significant non-Cambridge provenance is a volume on the history of St George by Peter 
Heylyn (ML.3.1 - London, 1633), which bears the inscription “tanquam explorator”, the motto of the 
16th/17th-century dramatist Ben Jonson (1572-1637).  Although the existence of this volume was 
already known by the Fellow Librarian, Jonson’s ownership of it seems not to be widely known in 
scholarship; it is not, for example, recorded in the catalogue of his surviving books compiled in 1974 
by David McPherson (“Ben Jonson’s library and marginalia: an annotated catalogue”, pp.1-106 in 

http://www.forumrarebooks.com/Terentius-Comoedia-sex-cum-interpretatione.html
http://www.forumrarebooks.com/Terentius-Comoedia-sex-cum-interpretatione.html


Historie of the World (MD.1.1 – London, 1634), in contemporary panelled olive morocco, and a mid-
16th-century copy of ME.5.58 (the volume belonging to James Howland) with two pieces of medieval 
manuscript used as endleaves. 
 
Finally, one volume has been added to the collection during this project.  A copy of sermons by 
Richard Whately (London, 1835), classmark MF.5.16, was found for sale in a London antiquarian 
bookseller’s stock on Abebooks.com.  As it bears the bookplate of Henry Malthus and the classmark 
entered when the books came to the college in 1949, it seems to have left the library after that date.  
It may have been borrowed by a fellow at an early date and not returned, ending up in a bookshop 
with the rest of their books. 
 
This project has been a joy to work on, and I have thoroughly enjoyed the chance to get to know an 
important collection in such detail. 

 
Liam M. Sims, January 2012 

 
     
  
 


